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EXCLUSIVE TO

CARBON YACHTS

DISCOVER THE FUTURE



’At Virtue, we don't just make yachts; we redefine experiences’

Constructed in an environmentally friendly, solar-

powered facility, ensuring the highest quality while being

mindful of our planet. Our modern manufacturing

processes, coupled with our unwavering commitment

to quality and our forward-looking approach, has set

Virtue V10 in a class of its own.  

                        VIRTUE V10: Unveiling a new paradigm in

yachting, Virtue Yachts presents a vessel that

epitomizes style, luxury, and sustainability. Crafted by

enthusiasts for enthusiasts, the V10 stands as a

testament to the passion, expertise, and meticulous

attention to detail that goes into designing a new boat



Sculpted with precision, the sleek lines of

the boat seamlessly converge below the

windscreen, embodying a symphony of

elegance and aerodynamic prowess. 

The Ultimate Escape: The Virtue

V10 boasts electric fold-out

balconies, crafting an aft oasis for

relaxation and watersports.

The ergonomic skipper's seat, paired with

an advanced suspension chair, it

absorbs shocks and vibrations, ensuring

a smooth and stable ride

VIRTUE YACHTS: PIONEERING INNOVATION IN LUXURY BOATING

Our collaboration with the revolutionary Petestep®

technology ensures the V10's hull design is nothing

short of a marvel. Harnessing the power of water

spray with its specialized deflectors, it reduces drag,-

EMBRACE A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE OF BOATING 

What sets the Virtue V10 apart? It's an embodiment

of precision, crafted by experts in yacht production

with a passion for the seas. We pride ourselves in

using the most premium materials and advanced

processes, ensuring an eco-conscious production.

Our carbon fibre usage, heralded for its strength,

lightness, and durability, finds applications in

industries where the standards are the highest –

from aviation to motorsports.

The Virtue V10, a masterpiece measuring 9.89m x

2.90m, weighs an impressive 2505KG without its

engine. This streamlined beauty, when combined

with cutting-edge engine options, promises an

efficient fuel consumption while delivering

unparalleled speed and power.

TAKE ON THE WATERS WITH SUPERIOR DESIGN 

increases acceleration, and ensures a whisper-

quiet ride. This translates to a more stable, efficient,

and exhilarating experience on the water.

FORGING AHEAD WITH ECO-CONSCIOUS

INNOVATIONS

Our commitment to the environment shines

through in every process. Vacuum infusion in our

manufacturing eliminates harmful emissions, and

our facility's photovoltaic system significantly

reduces CO2 output. Furthermore, the V10 offers

modern low-emission conventional outboards and

even EVOY electric options, heralding a new era of

zero-emission boating.

LOOK AHEAD WITH VIRTUE

We're not just building boats; we're crafting the

future of day cruising. With the V10's hull optimized

for Li-ion batteries and EVOY electric engines, we're

at the forefront of a paradigm shift in pleasure

boating. With Virtue Yachts, the future isn't just on

the horizon – it's already here.



Single 120hp

Twin 120hp (240hp)

Single 300hp

Evoy Electric Outboards:

A BOAT FOR THE FUTURE...

Embrace the future with Virtue

V10's electric drive options.

Combining efficient propulsion

with integrated solar panels, it

promises sustainable luxury

voyages and silent, eco-conscious

cruising.

VIRTUE - WHERE LUXURY MEETS INNOVATION

carbonyachts.com.au

The Virtue V10 stands as a testament to maritime

ingenuity, with its hull design being a paragon of both

efficiency and innovation. At the heart of the V10 lies

the patented Petestep® hull technology, a

groundbreaking advancement that has significantly

altered the dynamics of modern yacht design.

Unlike traditional hulls, the Petestep design focuses

on the interaction between the water spray and the

boat, surrounding the water line with unique

deflectors. These deflectors capture and redirect the

water spray with precision—downward and aft. The

result is a noticeable reduction in drag by 10-30%,

leading to a boost in acceleration by 20-50%.

Furthermore, it dramatically decreases the noise

produced by water striking against the hull, making

for a quieter voyage.

But it's not just about speed and silence. The V10’s

hull, optimized with four Petestep deflectors, ensures

stability, even in choppy waters. This presents

boaters with a riding experience that's unparalleled in

its class, offering both comfort and safety.

REVOLUTIONISING NAUTICAL EFFICIENCY WITH
INNOVATIVE PETESTEP® HULL TECHNOLOGY

Pioneering Petestep® hull design ensures

unmatched speed, stability, and silence on the

seas

CORE PILLARS
Authentic Enthusiasm - Born from the passion of avid boaters

Technological Excellence -  Meticulous design meets advanced technology

Eco-Conscious Craftsmanship - Taking the forefront of ecological change in

manufacturing

Quality Above All - Every step, every detail, and every decision is taken with a

singular aim - unparalleled quality. 

Forward-Thinking Vision - Designed to champion the shift from conventional to

electric pleasure boating



POWERFUL PROPULSION. SEAMLESS FUNCATIONALITY

FOR THOSE WHO DEMAND DISTINCTION  

With choices ranging from the latest outboards to the state-of-the-art EVOY

electric drives, the V10 offers unmatched versatility for every boating enthusiast.

Weighing just 2,505KG (excluding engine), the V10 glides effortlessly to a top

speed of 51 knots. It’s built for those who love the thrill of the open water.

With an array of customization options, from premium decking finishes to

exquisite upholstery colours, each vessel is uniquely crafted.

1.

2.

3.

Embodying cutting-edge maritime engineering, the Virtue

V10 stands as a testament to functional luxury. With dual

plotters at your fingertips, navigation becomes an

experience of effortless precision. Anchoring is streamlined

with the in-bow windlass, seamlessly controlled from the

helm, ensuring that anchoring is hassle-free even for solo

voyagers. Navigational challenges in tight marinas? The

V10’s bow thruster, paired with the intuitive joystick control,

grants you unparalleled maneuverability, making every

twist and turn feel like second nature. Additionally, the trim

tabs provide optimal balance and stability, ensuring your

ride is as comfortable as it is exhilarating



Single 400hp Mercury

Single 300hp Evoy

Single/Twin Yamaha 300/600hp

Twin Honda 250/500hp

Single/Twin Evoy 120/240hp

Specifications

Length overall

Beam

Draft

Dry weight

Fuel capacity

Water capacity

Passengers

CE Category

Hull Structure

carbonyachts.com.au

9.89 m

2.90 m

0.74 m

2,505 kg

420 l

100 l

Eight Persons

C8

Carbon Fibre 
Infused GRP



MORE THAN A VESSEL, 

A STATEMENT OF PRIDE.

Tailored to You: The Virtue V10 is

more than just a yacht; it's a

reflection of its owner. With an

unyielding commitment to

delivering upon our clientele's

visions, each V10 is uniquely

crafted, and is sure to leave a

lasting impression on anyone

who sets foot on board. 



THE VIRTUE LIFE

Dive into a life less ordinary aboard the Virtue

V10, where luxurious escapades meet

pioneering innovation. Imagine anchoring

amidst azure waves, lounging on the open

deck beneath the sun or the shade of the T-

Top. As evening approaches, enjoy a sunset

toast from the well-appointed galley  Whether

hosting intimate gatherings or enjoying

solitary moments of tranquillity, the V10

promises unparalleled experiences on the

water. Dive into the future of boating

EXCLUSIVE DEALER



carbonyachts.com.au

@carbonyachts

@carbonyachts

@carbonyachts

PITTWATER - SYDNEY - MELBOURNE - GOLD COAST - PERTH - AUCKLAND 

+61 (02) 9979 6612
INFO@CARBONYACHTS.COM.AU

VIRTUE YACHTS

At Virtue Yachts, we curate an avant-garde
boating experience for those who desire an
impeccable blend of eco-conscious innovation,
captivating aesthetics, and relentless
performance.

OUR COMMITMENT

Innovation is our compass. We house a dedicated
ensemble of adept engineers, perpetually
pioneering advancements in yachting.
Complementing our technical prowess, our yachts'
designs are conceived by esteemed German
automotive visionaries, ensuring that every Virtue
Yacht not only sails but also dazzles as a floating
masterpiece.

SIGNATURE CRAFTSMANSHIP

Our carbon connoisseurs in Polan mastermind the
creation and crafting of the distinguished Virtue
Yachts. Upholding our commitment to elite
quality, we retain the majority of our production
process within our walls. This approach invites
each patron to immerse themselves in the journey
of their yacht, from initial hull formation to the
final assembly, fostering a truly bespoke
experience.

SCAN FOR MORE


